Abstract-Changes in appearance is one of the main sources of failure in visual localization systems in outdoor environments. To address this challenge, we present VIZARD, a visual localization system for urban outdoor environments. By combining a local localization algorithm with the use of multi-session maps, a high localization recall can be achieved across vastly different appearance conditions. The fusion of the visual localization constraints with wheel-odometry in a state estimation framework further guarantees smooth and accurate pose estimates. In an extensive experimental evaluation on several hundreds of driving kilometers in challenging urban outdoor environments, we analyze the recall and accuracy of our localization system, investigate its key parameters and boundary conditions, and compare different types of feature descriptors. Our results show that VIZARD is able to achieve nearly 100% recall with a localization accuracy below 0.5m under varying outdoor appearance conditions, including at night-time.
Abstract-Changes in appearance is one of the main sources of failure in visual localization systems in outdoor environments. To address this challenge, we present VIZARD, a visual localization system for urban outdoor environments. By combining a local localization algorithm with the use of multi-session maps, a high localization recall can be achieved across vastly different appearance conditions. The fusion of the visual localization constraints with wheel-odometry in a state estimation framework further guarantees smooth and accurate pose estimates. In an extensive experimental evaluation on several hundreds of driving kilometers in challenging urban outdoor environments, we analyze the recall and accuracy of our localization system, investigate its key parameters and boundary conditions, and compare different types of feature descriptors. Our results show that VIZARD is able to achieve nearly 100% recall with a localization accuracy below 0.5m under varying outdoor appearance conditions, including at night-time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization is a pivotal capability of any autonomous vehicle. By knowing their precise location, vehicles are able to plan a path to a next goal location, navigate safely in the environment, and eventually successfully complete their mission. Especially for autonomous vehicles in urban environments, localization is challenging, as GNSS based localization systems fail to provide reliable and precise enough localization near buildings due to multi-path effects, or in tunnels or parking garages due to a lack of visible satellites. Alternative exteroceptive sensor modalities are therefore necessary to accomplish this task, of which LiDARs and cameras have received most attention in recent years [1] , [2] . While LiDARs have become more suited for mass market adoption, we believe there are still significant advantages with camerabased localization systems, despite the challenges related to long-term appearance change in outdoor environments. Cameras remain considerably more cost-effective than LiDAR sensors, allowing them to be deployed in multitudes and in a flexible way on a large quantity of vehicles. Furthermore, they can be used for sensing both appearance and geometric information of the environment, and are often better suited for global localization and loop-closure detection, which are necessary capabilities for bootstrapping any local localization algorithm, and to maintain geometrically consistent maps in lifelong operation [2] .
For these reasons, we have developed a visual localization system, dubbed VIZARD, for the self-driving cars in the UP-Drive project 1 , with the following main features:
1) We employ map-tracking, a local localization algorithm able to generate both accurate 6DoF pose estimates and achieve high localization recall. 2) Multi-session mapping techniques enable us to successfully tackle the challenge of long-term appearance change in outdoor environments, and even allow for localizing in night-time conditions. 3) The use of binary descriptors and an efficient sensor fusion backend renders real-time localization with CPUonly hardware set-ups feasible.
In a thorough evaluation of all crucial aspects of our localization system using two long-term outdoor dataset collections, one of them publicly available, we carefully analyze the most important parameters in our pipeline, compare the use of different binary descriptors, investigate key performance metrics such as localization accuracy and recall and relate to a state-of-the-art metric global localization algorithm. We see the main added value of this paper in sharing with the community the insights gained in this long-term study. The contributions of this paper are thus as follows:
‚ We thoroughly study the critical parameters of our localization system, analyze their boundary conditions, and share our gained insights.
‚ From a comparison of the localization performance using different binary descriptors, we show which descriptors are best suited for map-tracking across longterm appearance change. ‚ In an extensive evaluation on multiple long-term dataset collections, we demonstrate state-of-the-art localization performance across vastly different appearance conditions in outdoor environments, including at night time.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual localization systems can be divided into two main categories. Global localization systems are able to retrieve the location of a robot with no prior knowledge of the robot's pose. In contrast to that, local localization systems exploit a motion model to compute a prior on the robot location, thereby reducing the search space in the map.
Global Localization: Early visual global localization systems have been presented in the context of offline geometric scene reconstruction from a large number of images collected from varying viewpoints [3] , [4] . These works led the foundation for many subsequent 6DoF global localization algorithms, and have been improved in numerous follow-up works [5] - [9] . More recently, deep learning techniques have given rise to novel global localization algorithms with remarkable robustness against drastic appearance change [10], [11] . They require, however, high-end GPUs in order to achieve real-time operation. 5 In general, the aforementioned global localization algorithms are capable of achieving reliable localization across significant appearance change in outdoor environments. However, as shown in [12] , they often fall short of providing high recall with localization accuracies below 0.5m, and are thus not well suited for our application.
Local Localization: Local localization algorithms take prior information on the robot pose into account, in order to reduce the localization search space and increase recall. This is well motivated in practice, as subsequent localization attempts of a mobile robot are highly correlated in space. As a consequence, local localization can be directly integrated into the state estimation framework. The ORB-SLAM [13] framework with its localization mode offers a local localization system similar to ours. They lack, however, the capability to integrate multiple sessions into a map, which greatly limits the robustness towards appearance change in outdoor environments. Lategahn and Schiller present a hierarchical visual localization system for outdoor environments that combines a global with a local localization module [14] . They achieve robustness against appearance change by employing DIRD descriptors [15] . Their experimental evaluation, however, only spans across six weeks, and it thus remains unclear, how well their system performs over long-term appearance change. Instead of employing an illumination invariant descriptor, Paton et al. use color-constant images to gain robustness against appearance change [16] . However, color-constancy primarily removes shadows under sunlight, but does not tackle other variations in appearance, such as seasonal change, or transitions from day to night-time. Multi-Session Mapping: A common technique to achieve robustness against arbitrary long-term appearance change incorporates visual cues from multiple sorties through the environment in the map. We refer to this as multi-session mapping. Schneider et al. have presented a state estimation framework that fuses visual-inertial odometry with metric global localization [17] - [19] . While their mapping framework allows merging several sessions, they use a feature based global localization algorithm which prohibits sufficient localization recall in outdoor environments. Paton et al. present a visual localization system using multi-session mapping in [20] . Their application is, however, restricted to a teach-and-repeat scenario. In contrast to that, we employ loop-closure detection and bundle adjustment in order to get geometrically consistent multi-session maps, which adds additional flexibility in route planning and navigation. The "Experienced-Based Mapping" framework developed by Churchill et al. maintains separate map instances for diverse appearance conditions [21] . This allows visual localization in arbitrarily appearance conditions in an elegant and efficient manner. However, the maintenance of separate maps for differing conditions renders it impossible to share visual cues between sessions, which can increase recall.
Similarly to our localization system, the works presented in [22] - [25] use a local localization algorithm with multisession maps for localization. As opposed to our work, Mühlfellner et al., refrain from fusing their visual pose estimates with wheel-odometry, which limits the accuracy and smoothness of their pose estimation framework, while Sons et al. do not report on localization accuracy and recall in long-term experiments.
III. METHODOLOGY
The VIZARD system consists of the following main components, presented at the beginning of this section. a) We employ a state estimation framework for fusing wheelodometry and visual localization constraints. b) Our maptracking module matches keypoints extracted from current camera images to landmarks from the map. Furthermore, key information regarding our mapping pipeline is provided at the end of this section, and a schematic overview of VIZARD can be found in Figure 2 .
A. State Estimator
At the core of our localization system we employ a probabilistic state estimation framework [26] , [27] . Our state Fig. 3 : A rough estimate (T t M B ) of the vehicle's position and orientation is used to project 3D map landmarks into the camera images and form 2D-3D matches using a local search window in the image space, and the descriptor distance (left side, "Before Pose Optimization"). These 2D-3D matches are used in a state estimation module to refine the vehicle pose estimate (T t M B ). The latter is then used to distinguish between inlier and outlier visual constraints, employing a reprojection threshold ρ[px].
representation entails an estimate of the current transformation between the vehicle body coordinate frame F B and the map reference frame F M for each time-step t:
Note that T M B is an element of SE p3 q, and thus represents all six degrees of freedom. The corresponding rotations are represented by unit quaternions. At every time-step t, a set of n simultaneously recorded camera images, and a relative odometry transformation measurementT odo Bt´1Bt are received. A new state is created by forward-propagating the previous state estimate using the odometry measurement:
. It is used both in the map-tracking module as a pose prior, and as an initial linearization point in the filter update. After finding 2D-3D matches in the current set of images using map-tracking, the states are updated by retrieving the MAP estimate of the following cost function:
The prior pose and odometry factors, f odo and f prior respectively, follow a standard quadratic loss expression, while the localization re-projection factors f loc employ a Huber robust cost function ϕ to account for possible wrong keypointlandmark associations. All factors follow a standard graph SLAM formulation, as described in [2] . We retrieve the MAP estimate by iteratively minimizing the cost function c using the Levenberg-Marquardt in the GTSAM framework [28] .
B. Map-Tracking
At every timestep t, the forward-propagated poseT
represents a rough estimate of the vehicle's location at time t in the map. With this, we can retrieve all landmarks from the map that have been observed from within a given distance aroundT t M B . UsingT t M B and the extrinsics calibration between the vehicle body and the individual camera frames, the landmark 3D points are projected into the current set of images, and matched with extracted keypoints in the following way: A landmark and a keypoint are only considered as a match candidate if their image space distance is smaller than 40px. This avoids forming geometrically inconsistent matches. Further, a keypoint is preferably matched with the candidate landmark whose FREAK [29] descriptor is closest to the FREAK descriptor of the keypoint, using the Hamming distance metric. A descriptor distance threshold δrpxs is employed to limit the distance between the two descriptors, thus ensuring appearance consistency. The resulting 2D-3D matches are fed back into the state estimator where they form the visual localization constraints for the state update at time t. After optimizing the vehicle pose T t M B , the geometric consistency of every localization constraint is re-evaluated. For this, a reprojection threshold ρ[px] is used to distinguish between inlier and outlier landmark observations. While the localization factors of outlier observations are removed, the localization factors of inlier observations are marginalized out together with the previous pose T t´1 M B . An illustration of the map-tracking algorithm can be found in Figure 3 .
C. Mapping
A base-map is built by tracking and triangulating local features along the trajectory of the first-session dataset. The resulting 3D landmark points are added to the map together with their median feature descriptors. Subsequently, more map sessions are added by localizing further datasets against the available (multi-)session map using map-tracking. Note that all landmarks in the resulting multi-session map are expressed in one common frame of reference F M . Similar local localization and mapping algorithms have been used in our previous work [22] , [30] , to which we kindly refer the interested reader for more details.
IV. EVALUATION
This section presents evaluation results on the following three key aspects. a) In a parameter study, the optimal values for the most important parameters of our localization system are identified. b) We further investigate the influence of different binary descriptors on the localization performance. c) In long-term experiments across vastly different appearance conditions in outdoor environments, the localization accuracy and recall using map-tracking are evaluated, and compared with the accuracy and recall resulting from using a global localization algorithm.
A. The UP-Drive Platform
The UP-Drive vehicle is equipped with a surround-view camera system consisting of four cameras with fish-eye distorted lenses. Images are recorded at 30Hz with a resolution of 640ˆ400 pixels in gray-scale. Furthermore, wheel tick encoders and a low-end IMU provide odometry measurements, which are fused with the visual localization constraints as described in Section III-B. The vehicle and sample images from the camera system are depicted in Figure 1 . Localization is run in real-time at 10Hz on a consumer-grade computer with an Intel i7 CPU and 16GB of RAM. In particular, no GPU is required, neither for mapping, nor for localization. Furthermore, for bootstrapping maptracking, a position prior is generated with a consumer-grade GPS sensor, while the orientation hypothesis is generated from orientations of near-by map poses. The scenery resembles an urban environment, with busy streets, buses, zebra crossings, and pedestrians 2 . This dataset collection not only covers seasonal appearance changes and a wide range of different weather conditions, it also contains datasets recorded at dusk and night-time. Five datasets, three from day-time, one at dusk, and one at night, are used to build a multi-session map. The remaining 27 datasets are used for evaluating the localization.
2) NCLT : The NCLT [31] dataset collection consists of 27 recordings collected with a Segway platform on the Michigan University campus between January 2012 and April 2013. Analogous to the UP-Drive datasets, odometry poses based on wheel-tick encoders and an IMU sensor are fused in the state estimation framework. A Ladybug 3 camera system is used, collecting images at 5Hz which are undistorted and down-scaled to a resolution of 808ˆ616 pixels prior to being fed into our framework. The visited routes vary considerably from dataset to dataset. However, there is an approximately 750m long outdoor segment that is traversed, with some minor deviations, in almost all datasets in either one or the opposite direction. We therefore use this sub-segment of the campus for building a multi-session map using seven of the datasets. The remainder of the datasets are used for evaluating the localization. Similar to the UP-Drive datasets, the NCLT datasets cover seasonal and weather changes over an annual cycle.
3) KITTI : We further use Sequence 00 of the KITTI [32] visual odometry benchmark dataset in our evaluation. It is the only KITTI dataset with significant segments of the trajectory revisited. We split the dataset in two parts, and use the first 170 seconds for mapping, and the remainder for localization. As opposed to the UP-Drive and the NCLT datasets, the appearance conditions in the KITTI drive thus remain similar between mapping and localization.
C. Metrics 1) Localization Recall: We measure localization recall r[%] as the distance traveled while localized in relation to the total distance traveled in the respective dataset. Localization at time t is deemed successful if there are at least 10 inlier landmark observations after the pose optimization.
2) Localization Accuracy: The 6DoF localization accuracy is evaluated for each successfully localized set of images along the trajectory of a dataset by comparing the relative transformation between the estimated pose T t M B and the nearest vertex in the map, with the same quantity estimated by a reference solution [33] . For the NCLT datasets, groundtruth poses are available, which we employ to evaluate both 2 Sample images can found online at https://github. com/ethz-asl/up-drive_visual_dataset/wiki/ Sample-Images [deg] . Note that the availability of ground-truth poses is a unique feature of NCLT, and the primary reason why we have decided to evaluate on the NCLT datasets, in addition to our self-collected UP-Drive datasets.
For the UP-Drive and KITTI datasets, no ground-truth poses are available. Both dataset collections provide, however, poses estimated by an RTK GPS sensor, which we use for producing a rough estimate of the localization accuracy on these datasets. Since the RTK GPS altitude estimates are unreliable, we only report on planar p 
D. Map-Tracking Parameter Study
As described in Section III-B, there are two main parameters guiding the formation of 2D-3D localization constraints in the map-tracking module, namely the descriptor distance threshold δ[bits], and the reprojection threshold ρ[px]. While the descriptor distance threshold ensures appearance consistency by setting an upper bound on the descriptor distance for matching 2D keypoints with a 3D landmarks, the reprojection threshold enforces geometric consistency by discarding localization constraints if their respective reprojection error after the pose update is more than ρ pixels.
In Figure 4 , the localization recall and median localization error are shown for increasing values of δ, and ρ respectively, for the NCLT 2012-01-08 dataset. A fixed value of δ " 100bits, and ρ " 3px is used unless the respective parameter is varied as indicated on the x-axis. As expected, localization recall quickly rises with increasing δ and ρ. Interestingly, the localization accuracy remains approximately constant, even for high values of δ and ρ. This is due to the fact, that, as described in Section III-B, the descriptor distance threshold only serves to discard matches whose descriptor distance is above δ bits. If there are multiple match candidates for a given keypoint in the image, the matching algorithm still attempts to pick the landmark with the lowest descriptor distance.
A similar effect exists for the reprojection threshold too. As long as the pose prior is close to correct and there are sufficiently many valid 2D-3D matches, localization will not deviate from the correct trajectory, even with a very high ρ threshold. Hence, as long as the vehicle is correctly localized, and there are enough valid localization matches possible, our localization system will remain correctly localized, However, too high a value for δ and ρ may indeed derail the localization system if the pose prior is sufficiently wrong. In the remainder of this section, we therefore aim at finding the range of values for δ and ρ that guarantee no false-positive localization, even if the pose prior is wrong. Knowing this range is important in two ways. Firstly, it defines a safe operating space for choosing δ and ρ where a positive localization feedback, such as a certain number of inlier landmark observations, can be trusted. Secondly, it reveals a maximum degree of pose prior disturbance that can be tolerated when bootstrapping the map-tracking algorithm with any kind of auxiliary global localization input such as consumer grade GPS, or a place-recognition module. In order to evaluate these properties, we have conducted a parameter sweep experiment, varying both values for δ and ρ, as well as increasing the disturbance of the prior pose in yaw-angle, longitudinal, and lateral dimension separately. The resulting range of safe operating conditions is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that for all three modes for disturbance, there is a safe range for both δ, and ρ, that guarantee convergence to correct localizations, even for considerably inaccurate prior poses with up to 10 degrees in yaw angle, and 3m meters in longitudinal and lateral direction. Furthermore, taking the results from both Figure 4 , and 5, we find with δ " 100bits, and ρ " 3.0px, a safe choice of parameters yielding maximum recall and sufficient robustness for bootstrapping map-tracking with a consumer-grade GPS sensor.
E. Binary Descriptor Comparison
In addition to the descriptor distance threshold and the reprojection threshold, the type of descriptor is another piv- For the NCLT datasets, the translation localization accuracy is evaluated using the ground-truth poses, while for the UP-Drive datasets, the planar translation errors with respect to the RTK GPS poses are shown. The datasets are grouped into categories according to appearance conditions (cloudy or rainy, sunny, and night-time) and traversal direction (indicated by the two opposing arrows). The localization performance using map-tracking (MT) is compared with global localization (GL). On the NCLT datasets, the map-tracking performance is further compared with different choices of binary descriptors.
otal design choice, as it influences not only the localization recall, but also the size of the map. We restrict ourselves to the use of binary descriptors, as they can be matched very efficiently on a CPU-only platform, and compare the localization performance for three popular choices of binary local feature descriptors, namely FREAK [29] , BRISK [34] , and ORB [35] . Krajnik et al. have evaluated the influence of various local feature descriptors for visual teach-and-repeat in [36] . They have, however, employed a global matching algorithm to find correspondences between two images recorded at the same location. In contrast to that, our maptracking algorithm employs a pose prior and performs a local search in the image space. This variation in methodology leads to differing results as compared to [36] . In Table I , the localization recall, the average number of observed landmarks, and the localization accuracy, are presented for different choices of descriptors, aggregated over all day-time NCLT datasets. A descriptor distance threshold δ of 100bits is used for the two 64 byte long descriptors FREAK and BRISK, and of 50bit for the 32 byte long ORB descriptors. The performance using FREAK and ORB is nearly identical. This is remarkable, as the descriptor size of the latter is only half of that of FREAK. With BRISK, on the other hand, the average number of observed landmarks and the localization recall is significantly worse. However, the impact on the localization accuracy is marginal, as only the pose estimates of successful localizations are considered. A more detailed evaluation of the descriptor comparison can be found in Figure 6 , which shows the aforementioned metrics evaluated separately for groups of datasets formed according to the four categories exhibiting differing localization performance. The category Cloudy includes four, and the category Sunny 12, datasets labeled as (partially) cloudy, and sunny respectively, according to [31] . The category Opposite contains the two day-time datasets 2012-11-04, and 2013-02-23 traversing the map in the opposite direction, while the Night category represents the only night-time dataset from December 1 st 2012. The loss in recall with BRISK is primarily attributed to the two datasets traversing the map in opposite direction, where the recall with BRISK is approximately 20% lower than with FREAK or ORB. Contrary to that, the average number of observed landmarks remains roughly the same with BRISK across all three day-time categories, while FREAK and ORB observe significantly more landmarks when traversing the map in the predominant direction, both under cloudy skies, and in sunny conditions.
Based on these experiences, we suggest to use ORB as a binary descriptor for map-tracking, or FREAK in case there are no restrictions with respect to the map size.
F. Localization Accuracy and Recall
In order to fully rely on our visual localization system to control the car in the UP-Drive project, a high localization recall with an accuracy below 0.5m is paramount, as only short driving segments with no localization may be bridged with wheel-odometry before the car may deviate from its designated lane. We compare the localization recall and accuracy of our localization system using map-tracking with the metric global localization algorithm based on the work presented in [19] and available in the maplab framework [17] . We refer to the results using this algorithm with GL in the respective figures and tables. Both algorithms, that is map-tracking and global localization, operate on the same multi-session maps, using the same landmarks. Note, however, that the global localization algorithm is fundamentally different to the maptracking module presented in this paper, as in contrast to the former, the latter is able to exploit a pose prior. By including this comparison, we aim at highlighting the gain in localization recall attainable by using a local localization algorithm, as opposed to relying only a global localization algorithm. Map-tracking does, however, require some global localization module for bootstrapping, or re-localizations. As described in Section IV-A, a consumer grade GPS sensor serves this role on the UP-Drive vehicles.
The localization recall with map-tracking r mt [%], and with global localization r gl [%] , and the localization accuracy are shown in Table II NCLT and UP-Drive datasets which both exhibit pronounced appearance change. On the KITTI drive, however, the appearance condition only undergo minor change, and global localization achieves with 94% a similarly high recall as map-tracking. This illustrates the challenge in finding enough correct feature matches with a global localization algorithm in multi-session maps that cover outdoor environments with various different appearance conditions. Solely relying on a global localization algorithm in these environments may thus not be sufficient to guarantee reliable localization in realworld applications. As our results show, exploiting a pose prior can help to significantly increase the reliability of the localization.
We further note that the planar median localization accuracy in UP-Drive and KITTI are below 0.5m. Note that due to the different kind of reference sensors, these numbers are not directly comparable with the localization accuracy attained on the NCLT datasets, with the latter exhibiting a median translational accuracy of 11cm. Furthermore, the KITTI vehicle is equipped with only a forward facing camera, while the UP-Drive vehicle has a surround view camera rig. This results in significantly lower planar and lateral localization accuracy on the KITTI dataset. For the driving performance, the lateral errors are most important. On the UP-Drive datasets, the median lateral error is below 15cm, which is sufficient for a smooth steering of the car.
A more detailed analysis of the localization recall and planar accuracy on the NCLT and UP-Drive datasets is shown in Figure 6 , with datasets grouped into categories as described in Section IV-E. There are 10 drives of the UP-Drive dataset collection in the Cloudy (including rain), 15 in the Sunny, and two in the Night category respectively. Map-tracking reaches virtually 100% recall with a median localization accuracy of around 10cm for all the NCLT day-time datasets that traverse the map in the primary direction. The same high recall is also achieved for all day-time UP-Drive datasets, with a planar median localization accuracy (wrt. RTK GPS) of approximately 20cm. The additional challenge for visual localization in sunny conditions is, however, reflected in a lower average number of observed landmarks in case of maptracking, and in a significantly worse recall using global localization. Recall using map-tracking remains, however, unaffected.
In contrast to that, map-tracking performs significantly worse on the two NCLT datasets that traverse the map in the opposite direction. This is understandable, given that there is only one map session in opposite direction, whereas there are six traversing the map in the primary direction. However, this also reveals the limitations of matching landmarks projected into the cameras field-of-views under considerable viewpoint change. Here it is important to note the asymmetry of the Ladybug camera rig, as the surround view is covered by an odd number of five cameras.
Furthermore, the only NCLT night-time dataset from December 1 st 2012 fails to localize along most parts of the trajectory. Not only is this the only available recording under night-time conditions, but the Segway also traverses the map in the opposite direction, further exacerbating localization. A lack of more recordings from dusk or night-time renders it impossible to augment the multi-session map with the appearance conditions at night-time, and thus the conditions in this dataset lie outside the appearance coverage of the map. In contrast to the NCLT datasets, the UP-Drive datasets contain multiple recordings under both dusk and nighttime conditions, allowing to extend the appearance coverage of the multi-session map with these conditions. Therefore, localization at night is successful in this case, even though the respective average recall is slightly less than 100% for the UP-Drive night-time datasets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a reliable visual localization system for urban outdoor environments. An extensive evaluation on several hundreds of kilometers of real-world driving conditions over the course of more than a year has demonstrated that our localization system is able to meet the requirement of high localization recall at high accuracy. Thereby, the appearance conditions encountered in our experiments not only cover various challenging weather conditions, wet road surfaces, sun reflections, and seasonal changes, but also night-time conditions. A comparison with a state-of-the-art global metric localization algorithm has revealed a large increase in recall attainable by instead employing a local localization algorithm, such as the map-tracking algorithm described in this paper. Additionally, a comparison of binary feature descriptors suggests superior performance of maptracking when using FREAK or ORB, as compared to using BRISK. In a thorough parameter study, we have further investigated the boundary conditions of our map-tracking module and validated a safe range for selecting the most critical parameters in order to guarantees reliable localization.
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